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View

The mountains are snow-covered, the marmots are
still fast asleep, and here I sit in quiet anxiety.  It
won’t be long now.  The last week in April is
normally my favourite time of year, for that is

when I grab my ice-axe and get into the hills to look for marmots.
A particularly fine place to do this is called the “Haley bowl” by
locals, about 30 km due west of Nanaimo.  Like clockwork the
marmots awake within a day or so of April 22nd and tunnel out
through the snow.  Amazing how they do it,
by the way.  Nobody can quite explain how an
animal burrowed deep underground and buried
under meters of snow can figure out when to
awaken.  But I digress.

What passes for Groundhog Day here on
Vancouver Island generally involves
clambering around on a 30 - 45º snow-slope
to look for emergence tunnels and footprints.
It’s a lot of fun, not only because snowfields
are inherently enjoyable, but because that’s
when I learn who survived...and that’s not
trivial knowledge when you work with one of
the world’s rarest critters, like Hillary.

The problem is that clearcuts are relatively
low-quality habitats in which survival rates are
lower.  The causes of this are not easily teased
apart.  Marmots in clearcuts tend to die more often during
winter, perhaps because temperature fluctuations within the
burrow cause hibernating marmots to burn up too much fat.
Possibly the plants that marmots eat in clearcuts don’t provide

adequate nutrition.  Maybe marmots in clearcuts are exposed to
new diseases.  Perhaps logging roads serve to “channel”
movements of marmots and predators.  Maybe regenerating trees
provide good cover from which cougars and wolves can lurk and
pounce.  Most likely all of these factors have a cumulative effect.

Ultimately, clearcuts function as a population “sink” that
attracts dispersing marmots but provides suboptimal conditions
for survival.  By creating these alternative habitats, forestry

changed natural dispersal patterns and
probably reduced the rate at which animals
were able to colonize distant habitats.  The
most important effect was to concentrate the
population and exacerbate the “eggs in a small
basket” problem, increasing the risk of
mortality from disease, predation and bad
weather.  I think that’s exactly what
happened.  And it explains why most of the
colonies that I visited over the course of my
career as “the marmot guy” are now extinct.

That’s why I’m so worried about Hillary.
She was an innocent and bright-eyed creature,
like her namesake (my friend’s daughter).  I
caught her as a pup back in 1993, and we’ve
become rather close since.  Or a least as close
as one can get to a marmot while standing in

an avalanche bowl.  Every spring I watched her using the same
rocks and lookout spots, or standing on the “step” of soil at the
entrance to her burrow.  I felt proud as a godfather when she
had her first pups in 1997.  But here’s the rub.  She’s now the
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“Pavlov”, immigrant adult male, Haley Lake Ecological Reserve.
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c o l o n y
depends on a

single female.
Extinction is one of

those words that gets used
a lot but is seldom really

appreciated.  Take it from me.  It’s
not fun to watch.  Don’t get me wrong.

Places like Gemini Peak or Mount
Whymper are still spectacular under a
sunny April sky.  But they just don’t feel
the same now that the marmots are gone.
I never dreamed I’d live to witness
extinction at Haley bowl, but we’re close
folks.  It’s up to Hillary and Bob.  And
you and me.

Salvation of a species may rest on 27
marmots presently in captivity at the
Calgary and Toronto zoos.  Restoration
of wild populations depends on whether
we can raise the funds to build and
operate a dedicated marmot breeding
facility on Mount Washington.  The plans
are there, and experience from Russia and
western Europe gives strong
encouragement that marmots may be
successfully reintroduced to places like
Grieg Ridge or Mount Adrian in
Strathcona Provincial Park.  Can humans
save the marmot?  Absolutely.  Will we
choose to save the marmot?  I can’t answer
that.  But I can say that the view from
Hillary’s step would be a little bit less
spectacular if we don’t.

l a s t
female in a

colony that’s
thought to have existed since 1915.

Haley bowl is where Ian McTaggert-
Cowan collected pups back in 1933.  It’s
where Doug Heard conducted the first
research on this species back in 1973, and
where I began my own studies.  In most
years it was easy to see 15 or 20 marmots
cavorting amidst the wildflowers.  Alas,
since 1993 the population has crashed to
just three animals — Hillary, Bob Dole
and Pavlov.  In a very literal sense,
continued survival of marmots at this

Vancouver Island Marmot Recovery Program

Above: Marmot habitat at Haley Lake
Ecological Reserve.
Top: Karen McDonald at the Haley Lake bowl
on emergence day.

Most readers probably know

that Vancouver Island marmots live

only on Vancouver Island and are

endangered.  Fewer may be aware

that field crews counted only 62

animals in the wild last summer.

Indeed, if this were some kind of a

morbid “most endangered” contest,

Vancouver Island marmots would

win hands-down over giant pandas

or mountain gorillas.  Incidentally

there are 14 recognizable marmot

species in the world, of which 4 live

in Canada (Hoary marmots, Yellow-

bellied marmots, Woodchucks and

Vancouver Island marmots).  Most

marmots live in mountainous

regions, which accounts for the

translation of the Latin word

Marmota as “mountain mouse”.

Unfortunately we’ve lost most

of what science catalogues as

Marmota vancouverensis.  Marmot

numbers crashed in the last decade.

The occupied range shrank by about

2/3rds over the past few decades.

The paradox of the story is that

marmots colonized a few habitats

created by clearcut logging of forests

above 700 metres elevation during

the 1980s and early 1990s.  In some

cases they increased dramatically in

these new habitats.  For example 2

animals observed at “Butler Peak

west roads” resulted in at least 28

adults living there by 1989.  But

while they did well at some sites in

some years, the overall increase was

short-lived and constrained in a

geographic sense.

Marmota
vancouverensis

For more information about the recovery
project, or to learn how you can help by
adopting a marmot, please contact us toll-
free at 1-877-4MARMOT or visit our web
site at www.marmots .org
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“In a very
literal sense,
continued
survival of
marmots at
this colony
depends on a
single female.”


